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20 respostes

No s'accepten respostes

Missatge per als enquestats

RESUM INDIVIDUAL

I'm a ...
20 respostes

On a scale from 1 (not good) to 5 (excellent) how would you evaluate: The
organization of the meeting as a whole
20 respostes

El formulari ja no accepta respostes
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teacher.
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The organization of the activities
20 respostes

The host family stay
20 respostes
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Cultural activities programme
20 respostes

Students’ cooperation
20 respostes

This Erasmus+ Project concerns the acquisition of tools and skills, which
will help students in their life after school, as happy Europeans. Mark with
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an X the aspects / items you consider to have helped students develop in
this meeting.
20 respostes

Mark with an X the experience(s) you consider to have been more positive
for you:
20 respostes

What have you found positive or enjoyed the most about this period of
exchange?
20 respostes

0 5 10 15 20

Motivation to learn foreign
languages

Autonomy

Self esteem
Accepting differences

Ability to communicate

Being part of a group
Managing conflict

Cultural awareness
Other (which?)

16 (80%)16 (80%)16 (80%)
8 (40%)8 (40%)8 (40%)
8 (40%)8 (40%)8 (40%)

10 (50%)10 (50%)10 (50%)
6 (30%)6 (30%)6 (30%)

8 (40%)8 (40%)8 (40%)
13 (65%)13 (65%)13 (65%)
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3 (15%)3 (15%)3 (15%)
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Linguistic experience

Cultural experience

The experience of living in a
different…

The experience of opening to
new realit…

12 (60%)12 (60%)12 (60%)

11 (55%)11 (55%)11 (55%)
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The work

The casttle

I enjoyed a lot the trip in the boat

Weather

I really enjoyed the people that made part of this project. That was the most important thing because they were really
open and nice, so I could work better with them

Familie was very good!

That I've met a lot of teens with the dame problems as me and I have been understood by others.

Good families

Living in the diffrent country

met with new people

Positive

Spending time with the students from other countries

getting to know a different country and other people

The new experiences that I had, experiences that I will never forget, and I met amazing people, I saw amazing places
and had the opportunity of living in Croatia for a week, with my friends.

The good relation established between teachers off different nationalities and between students off different
nationalities. I also enjoyed the cultural experience and the share of ideas and experiences.

Meet the two days at the start in the castle. The excursion to the coast. The ties that have been created between the
students, with the students of the other countries as well as between themselves.

friendship

Working in group

Probably the host family. I loved them.

Meeting people from different countries

What have you found negative or felt uncomfortable with?
20 respostes

Lack of computers

T'he organitzation in general

.
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bullying

The diference between ages, because my host was 12 yeas old so in the afteroons I couldn't be with my friends. But it
was not a really big problem.

Unhealthy food.

Leasing, because I really Madrid great Friends.

Badly organized workshops

Was A litel bit boting

we need more days

Not negative

The trip was too short to visit the whole city of Rijeka

in the beggining, people from different countries did not hang out that much

Nothing, I enjoyed every single second there

Nothing... I didn´t feel uncomfortable.

I think there are some aspects that should have been taken into account and that would have helped to do more quality
work: 
- You should have thought about the necessary infrastructure to carry out the task to perform, such as connection to
Wi-Fi and the lack of su�cient computers (at least one for each two people). 
- Inadequate use of the phone while working. 
On the other hand I would like to emphasize the lack of cohesion activities of group and / or knowledge of peers when
they were in the castle.

culture of the students

Nothing

Nothing.

We hadn't presented ourselfs, so it was kinda messy

How do you feel in general at the end of this exchange?
20 respostes

Good

Excellent!

I feel good

I’m very hapoy because I thikn that I have learned a lot of english and now I speak it more quikly and I think that I speak
it better too
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This has been the best exchange I have ever done, the organitzation has been so good and I have been so happy to be
part of this incredible project. Thanks.

Good.

I feel very realized and happy of what I experienced there's.

Fine

sad because it �nished

It's very good

Very happy and satis�ed with the experience

it was great and i would de�netelly do it all again

I feel extremely happy and grateful, I hope I’ll have more experiences like this in the future, everyone should participate
in Erasmus and have this kind of opportunities

I feel even more motivated to do projet work with my students.

I'm very happy about how everything went, there was no problem, the students had a great time, they made good
friends, they felt very welcomed by the families. 
The teachers and the institute have also been very welcoming with all of us. 
The activities that we have proposed have liked us a lot, and Rijeka loved it. 
Maybe I would not have done a little more work at the start and leave the recreation by the end of the week.

good, but miss it, so much

Inspirational experience

I feel awesome! It was really good!

It was a great experience that I wouldn't hesitate to do it again


